
GOING GLOBAL

The Beauty Chef has been given premium space on thr world famous 
cosmetics store of  iconic department store Selfridges , Londion .

The Beauty Chef was equally well received by the notoriously 

tough British media – Leonie did 28 one-on-one interviews in just 

three days, an extraordinary display of interest, not to mention feat 

of endurance for Leonie!

With The Selfridges surge and keen interest also being shown in 

the brand by NK Space Apothecary, the British cosmetics retailer 

that offers beauty products from around the world, an account 

manager has been appointed on the ground.

“With one of the biggest beauty halls in the world, Selfridges has 

long been a destination shopping hot spot for people looking for 

innovative beauty brands and we are honoured to be part of their 

curation, “ says Carla Oates.

“Our products are being very well received and already working 

their magic in the bellies and on the complexions of Londoners - 

exciting times!

“In other wonderful news, the beautiful Anthropologie stores 

in the US now stock The Beauty Chef products - you can find us in 

California, New York, Colorado, Virginia, Missouri, Philadelphia 

and Texas as well as online at ANTHROPOLOGIE.COM.”

“I am so excited for Carla,” says Leonie. “It’s the pay-off for the 

passion she puts into the brand and many years of hard work.”

Another major international coup is in the wings … but that’s all 

we can say for now! 
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TAKING THE WORLD  
BY STORM

Two boutique home-grown brands kicking major goals  
on the international scene. How they did it.

The Beauty 
Chef goes 
on the menu 
at Selfridges, 
London

In March last year The Beauty 

Chef founder Carla Oates and 

marketing manager Leonie 

Faddy took their first giant leap 

onto the world stage by exhibiting 

at Cosmoprof Bologna, the 

leading global event for the 

professional beauty sector and 

an international platform for the 

cosmetics and wellness industry.

The exhibit was mobbed, they told us later, because no one 

had seen anything like Beauty Chef’s bio-fermented inner beauty 

powders and tonics.

Word spread like wildfire and a few weeks later they were 

approached by one of the world’s biggest, most famous and prestigious 

departments stores in the world, Selfridges, on Oxford St, London.

“Cosmoprof certainly opened a lot of important doors,” says 

Leonie. “It’s such an incredible compliment for an icon like 

Selfridges to come to us.

“We had six months of discussions and launched Beauty Chef 

there in February, as well as Selfridges online.”

Leonie flew to London for the launch, which took the form of 

an on-floor event on the world famous cosmetic floor, where The 

Beauty Chef has been allocated premium space.

Staff offered demonstrations and tastings to shoppers, who were so 

intrigued that products with myriad health benefits could taste divine 

and have so many uses, such as in recipes, that sales skyrocketed.

“We were struggling to replenish stock fast enough!” says Leonie. 

“Selfridges has made another two big purchases so far already.

“Beauty Chef products will also be curated into a wellness and 

body studio soon to open on the first floor, run by the famous 

Hemsley sisters. [Jasmine and Melissa Hemsley are the brains, as 

well as the beauty, behind Hemsley + Hemsley, the London-based 

food business which provides nutritious home-cooked food to a 

range of private clients and celebrity fans. Their blog, recipe books 

and wellness advice have attracted a huge following since the sisters 

launched their business in London in 2010.]

Carla Oates
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